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Message

6 June 2020

It’s my pleasure to know that the IQAC, Nowgong College is organizing a National

Webinar on “MIGRATION CHALLENGES: GLOBAL, NATIONAL AND FOR THE ECONOMY

OF THE STATE OF ASSAM IN THE CONTEXT OF COVID-19” on 9th June 2020. To fight

against the global spread of COVID-19, most of the countries including India have imposed

lockdown since mid of March 2020. Though the lockdown has been identified as the most

effective measure to restrict the spread of the viral disease, it has engendered several

crises in India. One of the major crises took place due to lockdown is the migration of huge

groups of working people from their place of work to home states. Many Indians are also

being forced to return from abroad to their home land. In certain cases the migration crisis

is speedily changing its nature to a refugee crisis. Migration has already impacted on the

socio-economy of the country. In this background it becomes very pertinent to discuss and

analyze the situation very critically and to identify attainable objectives for overall benefit

of the states and the people. I do hope this webinar will identify and frame doable

objectives and work-plan to strengthen economic growth and resilience. I wish the webinar

a grand success. I sincerely appreciate and congratulate the organizers, speakers and the

participants.

Prof. Pratap Jyoti Handique
Vice Chancellor
Gauhati University

Prof. Pratap  Jyoti Handique

Vice Chancellor

GAUHATI UNIVERSITY

GOPINATH   BORDOLOI   NAGAR,  GUWAHATI-14,  ASSAM
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ABOUT THE COLLEGE

Nowgong College a pioneer Institution of Higher education is

located about 120 kms away from Guwahati City. The college

was established on 7th August, 1944, with the permission from

the University of Calcutta and later affiliated to Gauhati

University under UGC ACT 1956 under section 2 (f). The

College offers a large number of subjects in Arts, Science and

Commerce stream in the Under Graduate, Post Graduate as well

as Ph. D. level and has been able to attract students from the

entire North Eastern Region. This college has been re-accredited

with “A” Grade by NAAC in 2016. The college is recognized by

UGC as Mentor Institute in 2019. A separate Research Cell of

Nowgong College has been set up with the aim of inculcating

research culture among the faculty members and students of the

college. The main objective of the cell is to improve research

practices in the institution. The faculty members are actively

involved in independent research works sponsored by different

funding agencies such as UGC, DBT, DST, MOEF etc. The

college also publishes a half yearly multidisciplinary research

journal entitled ‘Delve’ under the supervision of the Cell with

ISSN number. The college also addresses general public on

certain issues on fast track basis, whenever necessary,



MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT, GOVERNING BODY

Dr. Sarat Kumar Dutta
President, GB, Nowgong College

A Good will Message 

Education is not just a process of giving knowledge for a

future job but a lifelong process which creates an understanding of

moral and ethical values and challenges of time to guide one’s life in

the right path. Now Pandemic COVID 19 meant confining millions of

citizens to their homes, shutting down businesses, closing of

educational and student-related activities and ceasing almost all

economic activity. As per the report of International Monetary Fund

(IMF), the global economy is expected to shrink by over 3 per cent in

2020 – the steepest slowdown since the Great Depression of the

1930s. It gives me immense pleasure to learn that despite all the

constraints Nowgong College IQAC and esteemed College faculties put

their untiring efforts in disseminating knowledge in both scholastic &

co-scholastic activities on various issues under the spree of Covid-19

Pandemic through multiple media and platforms. Now by hoisting of a

National Webinar on the topic ‘Migration challenges, global, National

and for the Economy of the State of Assam in the context of Covid-19’

IQAC, Nowgong College has taken an excellent step to spread the

knowledge and solutions on the challenges that our state has faced

under this unprecedented situation. I am sure ; this National level

Webinar will immensely help the targeted group and all the

stakeholders to learn, realize, understand & offer an opportunity to

share and interact with the renowned panellists and scholars of the

state. I wish every success of the progreamme.



MESSAGE FROM  PRINCIPAL

Sarat Borkataki
Principal, Nowgong College

It is matter of great pleasure for Nowgong College that we are organizing
online National level Webinar on "Migration Challenges: Global, National and for
the Economy of the state of Assam in context of COVID-19". This is one of the
academic programmes initiated by IQAC. On behalf of the organizing committee,
I welcome all the resource persons, participants attending National webinar. At
the outset, I would like to express my heartfelt gratitude to Honourable Advisor,
Higher Education, Govt. of Assam, Prof Mihir Kanti Choudhuri, Honourable V. C.
GU, Prof P.J. Handique, Prof. Binod Khadria, Prof. R. Handique for their blessings
and support. The economic crisis induced by COVID-19 could be long, deep
when viewed through a migration lens. Migration is not a new phenomenon in
the world, but the pictures of migrants desperately seeking to return home after
imposition of the lockdown due to COVID-19 has link with the issues of
employment and development of the state. Millions of migrant workers, who
form the back bone of India's manufacturing and other sectors, suddenly found
themselves without jobs as industries and commercial establishments closed
down. It has been observed that COVID-19 pandemic has not only changed our
lives in many ways, but it is believed that it will impact global migration. The
practice of quarantine began during the 14th century, in an effort to protect
coastal cities from Plague epidemic. Despite the persistence of disease and
pandemic throughout history, there is one consistent trend of gradual reduction
in death, but COVID-19 shows how vulnerable our lives are in the face of this
pandemic. This webinar has been organised to discuss all these multi-faceted
issues. It is notable that the digital world is allowing people to maintain
connection like never before.

I would like to thank all of you for joining us and sharing your valuable
ideas. We are extremely hopeful that this webinar is going to be a great success.

OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL

NOWGONG COLLEGE::NAGAON-782001::ASSAM



IQAC COORDINATOR’S COLUMN

There were several happenings in the world that shooked the entire

globe. Apart from the world wars, there had beeen other pandemic situations that

posed threat to the humanity. Oblate Covid-19, one of such pandemic virus that

already infected most of the world nations, of which India is no excepton.

Considering the gravity of the situation, our government has to adopt Lock-down,

social distancing, use of masks etc. as per provision of Disaster Management Act

and other concerned authorities to minimize the pace of infection. This results in

the damage of our economy and lowering down of our GDP. Educational institutions

remain closed till now. Addition to this, the matter of migration poses two way

impacts on the economy and spreading of the disease by and large as we witness,

millions people migrated in national and global level.The situation in Assam is also

in alarming state. Hence in the context of this present scenario, the IQAC ,Nowgong

College organises this webinar entitled as “Migration Challeges; Global,National

and for the Economy of the State of Assam in the Context of Covid-19” with a view

to have a close analysis on the matter of migration and its impact on economy with

special reference to Assam. For the purpose we invited very eminent personalities

to throw lights the topic selected for discussion apart from research findings of

different paper presenters. We hope that, this will bring some fruitfull out-comes to

resolve the crisis. I as convener of the webinar, offer my sincere gratitude to all the

invited guests, resource persons,paper presenters, participants and my fellow

members for making this webinar a grand success.

Dr. Krishna Kanta Medhi
Coordinator, IQAC



ORGANIZING SECRETARY’S COLUMN

Dr. Bhuban Ch. Chutia
Organizing Secretary, WEBINAR

Coronavirus led us to a broken economy and is now forcing us to the aftermath of it. The

economic crisis induced by COVID‐19 could be long, deep, and pervasive when viewed through

amigration lens. Lockdowns, travel bans, and social distancing have brought global economic

activities to a near standstill. Host countries face additional challenges in many sectors, such as

health and agriculture that depend on the availability of migrant workers. Global and National

migrants face the risk of contagion and also the possible loss of employment, wages, and health

insurance coverage. Migrant remittances provide an economic lifeline to poor households in many

countries; a reduction in remittance flows could increase poverty and reduce households’ access to

much‐needed health services. Lockdowns, loss of employment, and social distancing prompted a

chaotic and painful process of mass return for internal migrants in India as well. Further, thousands

of migrant labourers from Assam also are stranded in different states of the country due to the

nationwide lockdown. With no hope for work and a source of money, they are facing difficulties to

stay there and want to return home. Thus, the COVID‐19 containment measures might have

contributed to spreading the epidemic.

The present National WEBINAR entitled “Migration Challenges: Global, National and for

the Economy of the State of Assam in the Context of Covid-19” is organized to address the above

mentioned issues in the context of COVID-19. I strongly believe that deliberations in the

WEBINAR will critically analyze the issues for fruitful solutions. I am indebted to Dr. Sarat

Borkataki, Principal, Nowgong College and Dr. Krishna Kanta Medhi, Coordinator of IQAC for

believing me by bestowing the responsibility of Organizing Secretary without whose help and

support it would not have been possible to successfully hold the WEBINAR. My heartfelt

gratitude goes to Honourable Advisor, Higher education, Govt. of Assam, Prof Mihir Kanti

Chaudhuri, Honourable Vice Chancellor of Gauhati University, Prof Pratap Jyoti Handique,

Keynote Speaker, Prof. Binod Khadria and Invited Speaker, Prof. Rajib Handique for their

blessings and support.

I, on behalf of the Organizing Committee of the WEBINAR, offer my sincere gratitude to

all the invited guests, resource persons, paper presenters, participants and my fellow members for

making this WEBINAR a grand success.



Bio-sketch of Keynote Speaker

Professor Binod Khadria has taught economics, education and migration at

Jawaharlal Nehru University for over three decades and close to thirty research scholars have been

awarded their PhD degrees under his guidance. Born in Jorhat Assam, he has been educated at

Nagaon Government Boys’ H.S. School, Cotton College and Gauhati University before going for

Doctoral research at JNU, Delhi and Post-doctoral Fellowship at Sussex University, England. Having

joined Gauhati University as a lecturer in economics for a brief stint, he has later been visiting

professor at various universities abroad. He was a member of the Governing Body of the Central

Board of Secondary Education (CBSE). Presently, he is on the Boards of a number of international

organizations and refereed journals. As an International Steering Committee Member of

Metropolis International, the world’s largest network on migration research and policy for many

years, he launched one of its Asia Secretariats in New Delhi in 2016. His own publications include

The Migration of Knowledge Workers (Sage, 1999); India Migration Report 2009 and 2011

(Cambridge University Press) and a number of research papers by ILO, OECD, UN Global

Commission on International Migration, IRD France, Institute for Developing Economies Japan,

Harvard International Review, World Social Science Report, Encyclopedia of Indian Diaspora etc. He

has co-edited Indian Skilled Migration and Development: To Europe and Back (Springer,

2014), SAGE Handbook of International Migration (London, 2019) and World Migration Report

2020 (IOM-UN, Geneva). He has served as a resource person for 3rd UN Global Forum on Migration

and Development (GFMD) at Athens, 2009; Second Consultative Session of Global Compact for

Migration (GCM) at the UN General Assembly, New York in 2017; UN’s International Dialogue on

Migration (IDM) 2019 on “Engaging Youth as Key Partner in Migration Governance” at New York;

and been a member of Migration Research Leaders’ Syndicate of the IOM, the UN Migration

Agency at Geneva, for implementation of GCM, under the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG)

Agenda since 2017. In 2013, while at Trinity College Dublin, Professor Khadria delivered one of the

six Euro-Visions public lectures organized to mark the Irish Presidency of the European Council. In

2014, as a distinguished alumnus, he was invited to give the inaugural address at the 150th

anniversary of his school at Nagaon, the third oldest school in Assam. In 2018, the Government of

Assam invited him to speak at the “Advantage Assam Global Investors’ Summit”. He has been a

recipient of the Times of India Fellowship in 1993, the Fulbright American Research Fellowship

1995, and Government of India’s inaugural ICCR Chair Professorship at Rutgers University, USA

2017-18. Since 2019, Professor Khadria is associated with the Cotton University, Guwahati as an

Adjunct Visiting Professor of Economics. Presently, he is also an Executive Committee Member of

Assam Association Delhi (AAD). He may be contacted at: bkhadria@gmail.com



NATIONAL WEBINAR  ON “ MIGRATION CHALLENGES: GLOBAL, NATIONAL  AND FOR THE ECONOMY OF THE STATE OF ASSAM IN THE 

CONTEXT OF COVID-19” HELD ON 9TH JUNE 2020 ORGANIZED BY IQAC, NOWGONG COLLEGE, ASSAM. 

The life-threatening COVID-19 pandemic has affected all walks of human life on earth at 

unprecedented speed and scale. Migration has not only been the prime cause of its spread but has 

itself become one of the most hard-hit activities, in turn throwing up challenges that need to be 

looked into afresh. Country after country announced lockdowns on travel as well as trade. Whereas 

some developed countries were still dragging feet, India was the first country to enforce a stringent 

nationwide lockdown, extending it in five phases and keeping the country isolated from the rest of 

the world. Now, to save livelihood which forms the basis of any economy and therefore life itself, 

India has no option but to go through a process of lifting the lockdown in phases. In the process, 

travel and migration are also being eased. The whole process has come to a full circle within a short 

period of time. 

What came to a halt first was international migration to and from abroad, but then what 

followed like a tsunami was the internal return migration of hundreds and thousands of migrant 

workers and families from the cities and towns to their homes in villages. They resorted to walking 

hundreds and thousands of kilometres on foot when no transportation facilities were available 

under the lockdown conditions. Both internal and international migrants, stranded away from their 

homes, were evacuated by special arrangements of chartered buses, special trains and special 

flights, followed by quarantine and testing for infection. The economies are getting back to life 

slowly and steadily the world over. 

First the choice made was to save life over livelihood, but very soon it dawned that there 

would be no life without livelihood either. When economic activity stopped a chain of effects have 

been triggered - layoffs led to rise in unemployment, fall in incomes, fall in productivity, fall in 

savings, fall in remittances, increase in debts and a whole chain of adverse effects on both the 

demand and supply sides of the economy at all levels. This has raised new questions about the 

fundamentals of migration itself – who is a migrant, what is a border, and what are the new 

paradigms of migration management. This keynote at the national webinar organised by Nagaon 

College would address the symbiotic relationship between migration and the economy at the global 

and national levels, undergoing change in the context of COVID-19. It would highlight how the State 

of Assam, already grappling with the illegal migrants question for long, can adjust its priorities to 

now include the internal return migration to the State with a mission to revitalizing its economy 

through creation and building up of comparative advantages.  

Keynote Speech  

Migration Challenges: Global, National and for the economy of the state of 

Assam in the context of COVID-19 

Prof. Binod Khadria: Former Professor of  Economics, Education  and  Migration  JNU & ICCR 

Chair Professor  of Contemporary  Indian  Studies at Rutgers University, USA



Dr. Rajib Handique is presently the Professor and Head, Department of History, Gauhati 

University, Assam, India. A gold medallist in History from Gauhati University, Dr. Handique 

had started his teaching career at the Manohari Devi Kanoi Girls’ College, Dibrugarh from 

where he later on moved to Dibrugarh University. He was an Associate Professor in History 

at Dibrugarh University before joining Gauhati University as Professor in 2013. He had also 

served Dibrugarh University as Deputy Registrar (Academic) for nine years from 2000 to 

2009. Dr. Handique did his Ph.D. on forest history of Assam and his book British Forest 

Policy in Assam is a pioneering book on that area. He was a Rotary Peace Scholar in 2006 

and a recipient of the Charles Wallace Research Grant administered by the British Council in 

2011. He has a number of publications to his credit.   

Bio-sketch of Invited Speaker



Pandemics in History 

Rajib Handique, Professor & Head, Department of History, Gauhati University, Assam 

 

 

Ever since the outbreak of the COVID 19 pandemic on a global scale by 

the beginning of 2020, the effort of humanity has primarily been to control the 

spread of the disease and to find a cure for the same. It is also interesting to note 

that the search for solutions for this pandemic has also led to look back for 

solutions from history. The history of Pandemics is quite old and even in the 

twenty first century, the terminologies used for earlier pandemics are still being 

used to describe the situation. This paper will try to provide a long-time 

perspective to Pandemics that have occurred in human history since the time of 

the Peloponnesian War. It will also try to contextualize the pandemics with 

relation to other historical developments. 

******** 

Invited Speech  

NATIONAL WEBINAR  ON “ MIGRATION CHALLENGES: GLOBAL, NATIONAL  AND FOR THE ECONOMY OF THE STATE OF ASSAM IN THE 

CONTEXT OF COVID-19” HELD ON 9TH JUNE 2020 ORGANIZED BY IQAC, NOWGONG COLLEGE, ASSAM. 



Abstracts of the Participants 



Sl. No. Name of the 

Author

Title of the paper

01 Antara Dutta Impact of Covid-19 Lockdown on Migrant- Daily Wage 

Earners of Assam

02 Anwesha Hazarika Covid-19: An Alarm for Resolving the Perennial Employment 

Crisis of Assam

03 Binita Devi Issues and Concern of Instability in the State of Assam due to 

Covid 19

04 Binita Gogoi Migration Challenges for The Economy of Assam in the 

Context of Covid -19

05 Dhanmoni Kalita Migration, Peasantisation and Agrarian Politics in Assam’s 

Brahmaputra Valley during the Colonial Period

06 Dharitri Sharma Migration and its Socio-Economic Impact on Assam with 

Special Refeerence to Covid-19

07 Deepali Das Covid -19 and Its Effect in Assam Economy

08 Jagat Jyoti Barua The Challenges of Migrated Workers Across India during 

Covid-19 Pandemic with Special Reference to Assam

09 Kamal Kanti Das Lockdown and Tea Industries of Assam

10 Mithu Roy A Study on Present and Future Challenges of Migrant Workers 

in The Light of Covid-19 Crisis

1:00 pm to 2:00 pm:      TECHNICAL SESSION-II (A) 

Presentation: Abstract No. 01-10 

Chairperson  : Prof. Biswajit Bhuyan, Head, Department of Economics 

                    Nowgong College & President, ACTA   

Rapporteur  : Dr. Pallabi Goswami, Head, Department of Chemistry 

                    Nowgong College 

Technical support : Dr. Afzalur Rahman, Assistant Professor, Department of 

           Education, Nowgong College 

                                       Dr. Lalit Mohan Goswami, Assistant Professor, Department of 

                                                    Zoology, Nowgong College 

      

LIST OF ABSTRACTS



1:00 pm to 2:00 pm:      TECHNICAL SESSION-II (B) 

Presentation: Abstract No. 11-19 
Chairperson  : Dr. Sanjay De, Head, Department of Bengali 

                   Nowgong College  

Co-Chairperson : Dr. Farishta Yasmin, Associate Professor, Department of 

                                                    Botany, Nowgong College 

Rapporteur  : Dr. N. P. Nath, Assistant Professor, Department of  

                                                    Philosophy, Nowgong College 

Technical support : Dr. L. J. Borthakur, Assistant Professor, Department of  

                                                    Chemistry, Nowgong College 

                           Mr. Madhurjya Lalung, Assistant Professor, Department of 

                                        Physics, Nowgong College 

LIST OF ABSTRACTS

Sl. No. Name of the Author Title of the paper

11 Natasha Baruah and Barsha

Kalita

Positive Insights into the Challenges of Reverse Migration in the 

Economy of the Country- A Study on the State of Assam

12 Papari Deka Choudhury Impact of Covid -19 in Assam Economy

13 Pranita Rajkhowa Impact of Migration on Assam Economy in the Age of Covid-19

14 Purandar Gohain Migration and Assam: The Issues and Challenges in the Context of 

Covid-19

15 Ritusmita Gautam and 

Arabinda Medhi

Inter-State Migration- Problems and Policy Implications

16 Rupam Gogoi Migration, Society and Identity: A Psychosocial Analysis

17 Sanjita Chetia Untold Miseries of Migrant Workers

18 Sukmaya Lama Migration in the Times of A Pandemic- A Global View

19 Swapna Dutta A Study on Attitude and Academic Engagement of College Going 

Students during National Lockdown of Covid-19

20 Pankaj Chaudhuri Beyond Apocalypse: The Immigration Debate in Assam

21 Puja Bora Problems of Stranded Migrant Labourers to Assam: From Survival to

Revival



ABS - 01

IMPACT OF COVID-19 LOCKDOWN ON MIGRANT- DAILY WAGE EARNERS OF 

ASSAM 

Antara Dutta, Assistant Professor, Department of Commerce (Economics), Narangi Anchalik 

Mahavidyalaya, Guwahati, Assam 

Abstract 

With the outbreak of corona-virus disease (COVID-19) created a huge havoc all over the world 

and has been declared as a pandemic by the World Health Organization on March 2020. Several 

countries have undertaken lockdown measures in order to curb the spread of this deadly disease. 

In India, lockdown started from 24th March which led to the closure of schools, colleges, public 

transport, and other business activities. This has not only created a negative impact on our 

economy but has also disrupted the lives of certain sections of the society particularly the daily 

wage earners, significant of them are migrants. In Assam, daily wage earners in the urban areas 

who are mostly migrants hailing from the rural areas are the worst hit population during the 

lockdown period. From shortage of income to scarcity of food, these daily wage earners are 

facing a very hard time during the lockdown period thereby making them a vulnerable group in 

the society. This paper is an effort to identify the major problems faced by the migrant daily 

wage earners of the urban areas during the lockdown period and suggest some measures for the 

protection and upliftment of these workers. Today, the world is full of uncertainties and among 

the chaos caused by the COVID-19 lockdown, migrant daily wage earners are the worst 

sufferers. 

Keywords:  COVID-19, Migrant, Daily Wage Earner, Urban Areas, Problems, Assam  



ABS - 02

COVID-19: AN ALARM FOR RESOLVING THE PERENNIAL EMPLOYMENT 

CRISIS OF ASSAM 

Anwesha Hazarika, Student, Department of Political Science, University of Delhi, Delhi 

Abstract 

The invisible, ferocious and death traps of pandemic, COVID-19, has 
imperceptible hands of not only declining the graph of the percentage of 

population from the world but also crippling its politico-economic discourse. A 

globalised Research network has incessantly coordinated in putting their sweat for 

rescuing human lives from the rapid wide-spread Covid-19. Meanwhile, when the 

whole is fighting against this health crisis, receding work culture and source of 

livelihood has disrupted the well-being of millions. India’s GDP has already fallen 

to a tremendous rate, further lockdown has stagnated the income generation and 

caused unremarkable job crisis thus, bearing fatality to the economy. Different job 

sector’s shutter got shut and no probable reviving of them can take place even after 

structural reform measures by the government post COVID-19. Assam also has to 

bear the brunt of it. The private sector in Assam has suffered the fatality of Covid- 

19 badly. This has caused the state’s economy tupsy-turvy, the labour-market 

scarring and long term damage to earning prospects of those who lost jobs during 

the downturns. The Start-up initiatives are shattered, youth’s employed in 

temporary or contract based sectors has to undergoing a tough time to make their 

ends meet. Moreover, the migration of the native workers to their homes from their 

workstations located at different parts of their country will be the worst sufferers. 

This rising challenges are  highlighting the much needed attention of the 

Government which has to leave sabotaging  employment opportunities in the state 

and foster a secured future for every person by creating jobs with legitimate 

remuneration. As responsible and welfare state,  Government must create a 

conducive atmosphere for self-employment, where provision for micro-loans may 

be provided to provide fillip to the  state economy as well as to lessen the burning 

issue of unemployment.  

Keywords: COVID-19, Assam, employment, private sector 



ABS - 03

ISSUES AND CONCERN OF INSTABILITY IN THE STATE OF ASSAM DUE TO 

COVID 19 

Binita Devi, Assistant Professor, Department of Education, Suren Das College, Hajo, Kamrup 

Abstract 

The status of North Eastern States is at the developing stage. Due to various factors the region is 

well known as backward. The state of Assam was in almost stand still position due to imposition 

of lockdown to avoid the threat of Covid 19 Pandemic for the last few months. In every sphere of 

human activity be it social, education or economic everything was locked almost for 65 days. 

Human civilization in this competitive world under static state has serious effect on the 

developmental affair. The people of Assam are already under heavy pressure of global 

competition and above all due to the pandemic any type of planning, mission or vision activities 

all faces instability be it at the individual, community, district or state level. It’s a great concern 

in the path of development. Due to limited scope of opportunity in the state of Assam a 

considerable size of people seek employment in other parts of India or abroad. Nationwide or 

worldwide lockdown process has resulted the employed people to migrate from different places 

to their homeland. The duration of pandemic is unknown because of lack of appropriate 

vaccination. Under these circumstances it has compelled to think for sustenance and survival. 

The economic crisis induced by COVID‐19 is sure to persist for long and deep. The affect would 

put in additional challenges in many sectors like health, industry and agriculture which depend 

on the availability of migrant workers. Through this paper an attempt is made to identify the 

causes of instability in the state of Assam and the steps for coping the situation. 

Keywords: COVID‐19, economic crisis, Assam 



ABS - 04

MIGRATION CHALLENGES FOR THE ECONOMY OF ASSAM IN THE CONTEXT 

OF COVID -19 

Binita Gogoi, Assistant Professor, Department of Economics, Borhat BPBM College 

Abstract  

Covid -19 led us to a broken economy and is now forcing us to the aftermath of it. India 

the country of 138 crores people is facing not just the virus but the newly rising and burning 

issues of migrant workers. Thousands of migrant labourers from Assam also are stranded in 

different states of the country due to the nationwide lockdown. With no hope for work and a 

source of money, they are facing difficulties to stay there and want to return home.  The 

government has to address the challenges facing migrants by including them in health services, 

cash transfer and other social programs and protecting them from discrimination. For a state like 

Assam with limited employment opportunities it will create huge challenges to the thousands of 

workers who are coming back. In this paper an attempt has been made to discuss about the 

challenges and measures for Assam regarding the migrants’ workers.  

Keywords: Migration, challenge, employment, burning issues 



MIGRATION, PEASANTISATION AND AGRARIAN POLITICS IN ASSAM’S 

BRAHMAPUTRA VALLEY DURING THE COLONIAL PERIOD 

Dhanmoni Kalita, Assistant Professor, History Department, Bikali College, Goalpara, Assam 

Abstract 

Throughout the history of British rule, there had been waves of migration in Assam. The first 

half of twentieth Century Assam witnessed three major streams of Migration viz. Nepali settlers 

from Nepal, the tea labourers from various parts of British India and the ordinary peasant 

cultivators from Bengal, mostly East Bengal. These waves of migration played a significant role 

in the making of the peasantry in Assam. Several factors fuelled the migration in colonial period 

which further became a source of agrarian politics in Assam. With these migrations, the process 

of peasantisation of the immigrants in the Brahmaputra valley has become a contested issue 

which not only created a class of isolated peasantry but also gave rise to the chain of 

intermediaries within the peasantry. Moreover, due to incessant increase of the immigration the 

indigenous Assamese people, both the middle class and the peasants feared of being a linguistic 

minority, the politics around which is still as relevant as it was during the colonial period. On 

this background, this papers aims to study the migration, peasantisation and agrarian politics in 

Assam’s Brahmaputra valley during the Colonial Period 

Keywords: Agrarian, Assam, Middle class, Migration, Peasantisation 
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MIGRATION AND ITS SOCIO-ECONOMIC IMPACT ON ASSAM WITH SPECIAL 

REFEERENCE TO COVID-19 

Dharitri Sharma, Assistant Professor, Tezpur Law College, Tezpur, Assam 

Abstract  

Assam has been facing a unique challenge of dealing with the problem of migration since long 

time. The economic impact of the 2020 Corona virus pandemic in India including the North East 

India has been largely disruptive. Covid-19 will have unprecedented effect on migrant economy.   

The objective of my seminar paper is to focus on the problem of migration into the 

socioeconomic scenario in North-East specially in Assam with reference to Covid-19 and also to 

provide some fruitful suggestions and measures.  

The methodology used for this seminar paper is completely based on secondary data.  

Keywords: COVID-19, North East India, Challenge  
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COVID -19 AND ITS EFFECT IN ASSAM ECONOMY 

Deepali Das, Assistant Professor, Department of  Home-Science, LTK College, Azad, North 

Lakhimpur, Assam 

 Abstract 

The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has been the first priority of every country of the world. Such 

a global crisis which is affecting each and every human being has never been seen by the world 

since the last world war. The spread of the disease is very rapid and there is great concern about 

its impact. It shows different patterns of spread outside and inside India. Shortly after the 

epidemic began, Chinese scientists sequenced the genome SARS-CoV-2 and made the data 

available to researcher worldwide. The resulting genomic sequenced- data has shown that 

Chinese authorities rapidly detected the epidemic and that the number of COVID-19 cases have 

been increasing because of human to human transmission after a single introduction into the 

human population. This pandemic has given two shocks – one is the health shock and the other 

one is the resultant economic shock. And at the same time one cannot predicted a date when the 

disease would disappear. One of the immediate measures that has been utilizing by most of the 

countries is lockdown and complete shutdown of all economic activities other than the essential 

services. As a result, it causes an economic recession, reverse migration and scarcity of labour at 

production sites, loss of livelihoods, rising food and nutrition security, widened inequality, 

misery for the poor sections, unemployment etc. For COVID -19 pandemic the economic 

condition of India as well as in Assam is declining. The COVID -19 pandemic can prove to be a 

tabula rasa for fresh beginning on sustainable development goals (SDGCs) in Assam. The Assam 

economy has incurred an estimated loss of around Rs. 32,167 crores due to the COVID-19 in 

terms of potential contribution to the GSDP (Gross State Domestic Product). I think the recovery 

of the economy after the initial loss depends on how actively the usual economic activities are 

restored and how speedily the situation gets normalize. This paper is an attempt to focus on some 

aspects of COVID -19 and its effect in Assam. 

Keywords: COVID-19, Economic recession, unemployment, Assam  
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THE CHALLENGES OF MIGRATED WORKERS ACROSS INDIA DURING COVID-

19 PANDEMIC WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE ASSAM 

Jagat Jyoti Barua, Assistant Professor, Department of Economics, Jorhat College 

(Amalgamated), Assam 

 

Abstract 

India has a billion-plus population with her huge workforce spread across twenty eight states and 

eight union-territories.  India is well poised to enjoy the fruits of demographic dividend. The 

huge workforce is highly concentrated in the unorganized sector. Indian economy has been 

severely affected by the scourge of Covid-19. In the wake of the nation-wide lockdown declared 

to combat the pandemic the huge workforce spread across the country got stranded in various 

places. At this juncture, the states are to bring back their people working in other parts of the 

country. This migration of workers poses a big challenge to the home states. The states with 

underdeveloped infrastructure and less employment avenues would find it difficult to 

accommodate the huge population that has returned. This paper endeavours to study the issue of 

managing the safe return of the workers to their home state and accommodating them in some 

fruitful occupation. This study would focus on the state of Assam. It is based on secondary data 

collated from the various government publications, data of World Bank, Reserve bank of India 

database, Census of India, World Economic Forum reports, and news updates by recognized 

news portals. The study would also try to explore and suggest pragmatic measures to overcome 

these challenges. 

Keywords: Workforce, Covid-19 pandemic, migration, workers 



LOCKDOWN AND TEA INDUSTRIES OF ASSAM 

 

Kamal Kanti Das, Assistant Professor, Department of Commerce, Cachar College, Silchar, 

Assam, India 

Abstract     

For Governments, industrialist, business tycoon, corporate dinosaurs and common people must 

have to realize the cons of recent Covid 19 Lockdown and its impact on every sphere of 

economy. They need to understand the value of their life without any economic activity and their 

livelihood in the pace of interrupted economy of the country. The study is basically concern with 

Tea industry of Assam during lockdown period and its impact on the economic development of 

Assam economy as it is called the backbone of Assam economy. 

Keywords: Assam, Economy, Lockdown  
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A STUDY ON PRESENT AND FUTURE CHALLENGES OF MIGRANT WORKERS 

IN THE LIGHT OF COVID-19 CRISIS 

Mithu Roy, Assistant Professor, Department of Business Management, Gauhati Commerce 

College, Guwahati-21, Assam 

Abstract 

During the Covid-19 pandemic, Indian migrant workers have faced multiple hardships. With 

factories and workplaces shut down due to lockdown imposed in the country since the end of 

March, 2020, lakhs of migrant workers have had to deal with the loss of income, food 

shortages and uncertainty about their future. The sharp rise in unemployment in urban areas 

has led to tremendous exodus of migrants to hometowns and villages. Apart from the main 

challenge of job loss/loss of wages, other immediate challenges of migrant workers are 

hunger, shelter, healthcare, fear of getting infected or spreading infection, concerns about 

their families, anxiety and fear. Sometimes they also face harassment and negative reactions 

of the local community. In the light of the current Covid-19 crisis, the study conducted has 

made an attempt to understand the present problems being encountered by the migrant 

workers and the potential future challenges too in terms of psychological, social and 

economic dimensions. The researcher has also attempted to provide suggestions to mitigate 

the present and future challenges of migrant workers due to the Covid-19 crisis. 

Keywords: Covid-19, Migrant, Workers, Challenges 
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POSITIVE INSIGHTS INTO THE CHALLENGES OF REVERSE MIGRATION IN THE 

ECONOMY OF THE COUNTRY- A STUDY ON THE STATE OF ASSAM 

Natasha Baruah and Barsha Kalita, Assistant Professors, Gauhati Commerce College, 

Guwahati, Assam 

Abstract 

The ongoing global pandemic has posed a great amount of challenge causing an uncertainty to 

the mankind with respect to health and economic condition. The brutally affected ones are the 

migrant workers working in different parts of the world who have no choice but to return back to 

their native place thus giving rise to a new phenomenon of reverse migration. Returning back of 

workers can impact the place of origin both positively as well as negatively. An attempt has been 

made through this paper to gain insight into the positive considerations of workers migrating 

back to Assam. Firstly, the paper studies the positive impact of reverse migration on the 

economy of the state and secondly it studies its impact on the labour market. For the purpose of 

achieving the objectives secondary data has been used. Considering the dark side, the study 

explains many scopes that have been opened up for proper utilization of the skilled and unskilled 

workers which will boost the economy into the brighter side.  

Keywords: Global Pandemic, Reverse migration, Labour Market, Economy. 
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IMPACT OF COVID -19 IN ASSAM ECONOMY 

 

Papari Deka Choudhury, Assistant Professor, Suren Das College, Hajo, Kamrup, Assam 

 

Abstract 

The covid-19 pandemic is turning out to be a black chapter in global history. The impact of 

corona virus pandemic in India has been largely disruptive. Countries all over the world have 

taken various measures to tackle the pandemic. Most of the countries including India have 

announced lockdown. During the ongoing lockdown we can see its impacts on every field. The 

economy of Assam is undoubtedly in terrible position. In Assam lockdown is on it is having a 

negative impact on the economy. Most of the business affected very poorly. The travel and 

tourism is the greatest sufferer. The life of farmers, daily wage labourers, small business owners, 

door to door vendors, auto drivers, rickshaw pullers, restaurant owners etc. has been affected 

negatively as they have lost their source of earning. Majority of people could not fulfill their 

basic needs. It creates a very awful situation in the state. The government Assam has constituted 

different Task Force committee for revitalizing the economy of Assam. The present paper wants 

to discuss about the economic instability of the Assam due to Covid-19 pandemic.  

 

Keywords – Pandemic, Lockdown, Economy, Assam 
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IMPACT OF MIGRATION ON ASSAM ECONOMY IN THE AGE OF COVID-19 

Pranita Rajkhowa, Department of Economics, Namrup College, Namrup, Dibrugarh, Assam 

 

Abstract 

 

Migration is the third component of population change, the other two being mortality and 

fertility. The nature of migration as a factor affecting population size in different from that of 

mortality and fertility. According to the United Nation Multilingual Demographic Dictionary –

Migration is a form of geographical mobility or spatial mobility between one geographical unit 

and another, generally involving a change in residence from the place of origin or place of 

departure to the place of destination or place of arrival. Such migration is called permanent 

migration and should be distinguished from other forms of movement which do not involve a 

permanent change of residence.  The concept of migration is explained with internal migration 

and international migration. Internal migration is the migration of persons within a country, 

while international migration refers to the movement of people from one country to another. In 

Assam, there is a huge shift of population from migration of population. Assam is experiencing 

three different types of migration i.e. intra-state migration, inter- state migration and inter-

country migration. In Assam, there is a huge extent of intra-state migration of population from 

rural to urban areas of the state in search of better employment opportunities and better social 

services related to education, health etc. Such types of migration become acute in Assam since 

eighties of the twenty centuary. This type of migration does not increase the size of population 

rather it simply changes the rural-urban composition of the population structure of the country. 

In this age of Covid-19, the return of migrants brings to the source states an economic shock as 

there are no compensatory source of live hood. Daily wage earners do not have the capacity to 

stay at a destination without work. So, this paper tries to study the Impact of Migration on Assam 

Economy in the age of Covid-19. 

Keywords: Migration, Covid-19, Impact, Economy, Assam 
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MIGRATION AND ASSAM: THE ISSUES AND CHALLENGES IN THE CONTEXT OF 

COVID-19 

Purandar Gohain, Assistant Professor, D. D. R. College, Chabua, Assam  

Abstract 

Corona virus disease i. e. COVID-19 is an infectious disease caused by a newly discovered virus 

‘corona’. Many people already infected with the COVID-19 virus will experience mild to 

moderate respiratory illness and recover without requiring special treatment. 

Large number of illegal migrant from Bangladesh over several decades has been altering 

the demographic complexion of the state of Assam. Which are almost four to five decades 

considered as regional problem. Illegal migration from Assam has been taking place primarily 

for economic reasons. It badly affects the all sectors including health. Over and above the illegal 

migration the interstate migration has been considered as important issues for spread of covid-19. 

Now in the face of the COVID-19 pandemic, we are all vulnerable. The virus has shown that it 

does not discriminate but many refugees, those forcibly displaced, the stateless and migrants are 

at high risk. Large number world’s refugees and many migrants are already hosted in developing 

regions where health systems are already overwhelmed and under-capacitated.  Many live in 

overcrowded camps, settlements, makeshift shelters or reception centers, where 

they lack adequate access to health services, clean water and sanitation.     

 Covid-19 can be controlled only if there is an inclusive approach which protects every 

individual’s rights to life and health.   Protecting the rights and the health of all people will in 

fact help control the spread of the virus. 

So, the proposal of the research is making in this paper is look into various issues and 

challenges arises like economy, health, education, migration, undocumented migration etc. due 

to covid-19 pandemic.          

 The study is based on secondary data collected from books, journals, news papers, and 

internet.  

Keywords: Covid-19, Migrant, Undocumented migrant, Economy, Health, Assam 



INTER-STATE MIGRATION- PROBLEMS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

RitusmitaGautam1 and Arabinda Medhi2 
1M. Phil Scholar, Department of Economics, Gauhati University, Assam 

2M. Phil Scholar, Department of Economics, MSSV, Nagaon, Assam 

 

Abstract 

Human history is observing a very strange time, fighting an invisible enemy, the novel COVID-

19. It is now a global crisis of great magnitude and may be compared to the great depression of 

1929. The similarity is obvious since the main problem seems to be loss of jobs and income, 

causing a huge drop in aggregate demand for all the major economies. Lockdowns, travel bans, 

and social distancing measures in response to the crisis have affected internal migrant workers, 

who found themselves stranded, unable to return to their native places. Generally it has affected 

the most marginalized sections of the society, who depend on daily wages for their living.  This 

pandemic situation has led to a reverse migration as industries were shut and paying house rent 

or taking care of basic needs become a challenge, apart from health concerns.   Many people 

tried to walk thousands of miles back to home because of the strict lockdown in India. 

Governments of different states have arranged for safe return of these migrant workers through 

the appropriate mode of transport services. After reaching their native places, they faced with the 

situation of spending a few days in temporary shelters/relief camps, which may be quarantine 

centers. According to CMIE estimates, unemployment has reached 24.2% with urban 

unemployment being 26%. There is some problem associated with this inter-state migration on 

the economy. Government has taken some policy measures to overcome the problem arises due 

to this inter -state migration. The present study takes an attempt to assess some of the economic 

problems occurs due to this inter- state migration and also try to analyze the policy taken by 

government.  

Keywords: COVID-19, Inter-state Migration, Economic Problems, Policy Implications. 
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MIGRATION, SOCIETY AND IDENTITY: A PSYCHOSOCIAL ANALYSIS 

 

 

Rupam Gogoi, Assistant Professor, Department of English, North Lakhimpur College, North 

Lakhimpur, Assam 

 

Abstract 

Human migration, whether undertaken willingly or under compulsion, has always been keenly 

looked at by the people of the society or area from which the migration has taken place as well as 

by the residents of the society in to which the migrants hope to settle down if conditions are 

‘congenial’ for them. However, the congeniality in this context has sharp shades of grey as issues 

like economic impact on the lives of those who are already settled therein, socio-cultural threat 

from the migrants or neo-settlers in the long run, political implications of such new settlements 

end up creating rifts among the already settled and the neo-settlers thereby making the nuance of 

the ‘congenial’ more of a perceived notion whose perception is ever variable rather that a set 

code of ideas. Barring the nomads who are regularly on migration, usually the social groups 

migrate with a thought of settling down soon. Since that cannot be done in total isolation from 

other social groups therefore issues like identity which has multilayered connotations come to 

the fore sometimes even ending in unsavoury experiences. This paper shall attempt to make a 

brief psychosocial analysis of migration and find out how migration continues to and shall 

continue to define the parameters of individual thought formation on issues like identity and 

determine trends of global diplomatic policy making. 

Keywords: Psychosocial, Congenial, Identity 
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UNTOLD MISERIES OF MIGRANT WORKERS 

 

Sanjita Chetia, Department of Home Science, Digboi Mahila Mahavidyalaya, Digboi -786171, 

Assam 

                                        

Abstract  

A migrant worker is a person who either migrates within their home country or outside it to 

pursue work. Migrant workers usually do not have the intention to stay permanently in the 

country or region in which they work. The chief distinctive feature of migrants is dissociation 

between the site of work - a factory ,small enterprise, household or service sector, businesses 

located in the urban centre and the place of social reproduction which is still located in villages 

and small town of different states of India. The urban poor transverse two worlds: urban insecure 

employment and ideal rural refuge and stability. The crisis is a product of the immediate concern 

due to the pandemic Covid-19 but it expresses long term pattern. This paper focuses on untold 

miseries of migrant workers due to Corona virus. 

The pandemic of the scale is usually feared because it exposes the limitation of public 

health. In India, however COVID-19 has exposed the condition of the labour force. More than 

100 million workers have lost employment. Lock down, travel ban along with social distancing 

norms have affected the labours and more particularly the migrants. Even during pre-covid days, 

migrant workers are subjected to harassment, non-payment of wages, accident and exploitation. 

The current crisis has endangered a new situation arising from the exodus of inter-state migrants 

an unpredicted phenomenon on. While the mass absence of skilled and semiskilled workers has 

put a question mark on the reopening of economic activities ranging from construction to shop 

floor production. The soon expected end of corona virus led lock down may not be the end of 

trouble for many especially labourers and migrant workers. The end of lock down will likely 

start a new phase of problem for them as labour exploitation may rise significantly in the pockets 

where there is an oversupply of workers even as the industry seeks to dismiss the idea of such a 

situation arising. The exploitation of the labourer class may rise after the lock down is lifting as 

more and more people try to regain their jobs and financial health, making an oversupply in the 

market expert said. 

Things are going to get worse after the lockdown is lifted. As the people are already 

desperate to get wages, work, or means of livelihood, chances of exploitation increases. Some 

cases which portrays miseries faced by the helpless migrants are presented. Two migrant workers 

from Kolkata and Dubai when tested positive are being blamed for the rise in Covid 19 cases but 

the return is no regret as they have made it home at last. Most of the returnees alleged that they 

were denied wages and food by their employers after the government announced the lockdown. 

This inhuman treatment forced them to leave their dreamland which has now turned into a hell 

due to the covid 19. At this time, there are no specific vaccines or treatments for COVID-19. 

However, there are many ongoing clinical trials evaluating potential treatments. WHO will 

continue to provide updated information as soon as clinical findings become available. 
Keywords: Covid 19, Employment, Labour, Migrant 
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MIGRATION IN THE TIMES OF A PANDEMIC- A GLOBAL VIEW 

Sukmaya Lama, Department of History, KKHSOU, Assam  

 

Abstract 

The outbreak of a worldwide pandemic resulted in disruptions that has affected the lives of 

everyone but more so of the less fortunate and deprived ones. When the leaders of the European 

countries started calling for a Lockdown, many went indoors and the social media was flooded 

with the pictures and videos of various food recipes, activities indoors, making videos for 

TikTok etc. While there were lakhs of migrants stranded on the highways unable to reach home 

owing to the closure of all borders and strict restrictions on mobility. The issue of migration 

entails more research and attention due to the fact that it is linked to border issues, health 

security, livelihood, identity etc. 

This paper is an attempt at providing a glimpse of the migration happening worldwide 

owing to the COVID crisis. It aims to understand the problem of migration with a human rights 

approach. The sources used for the study are basically the reports from International 

Organisations and research papers, newspapers and articles.  

 

Keywords: Lockdown, Migration, worldwide  
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A STUDY ON ATTITUDE AND ACADEMIC ENGAGEMENT OF COLLEGE GOING 

STUDENTS DURING NATIONAL LOCKDOWN OF COVID-19 

Swapna Dutta, Associate Professor, Department of Home Science, L.T.K. College, Azad, North 

Lakhimpur, Assam 

Abstract 

 

Covid-19 is a major health issue and challenges in the present time. This infectious disease 

caused by a new virus known as Corona virus. The most recently discovered corona virus is 

global epidemic of infectious disease. Therefore from the beginning of the outbreak appropriate 

efforts has been taken by the Government of India to prevent the spread of the virus. From 24th 

March, 2020 the government of India has declared the national lockdown. As a result all 

educational institution is closed in the country. This made an adverse effect in academic 

continuity of the college going students. UGC, the apex body of the Higher Education 

Institutions directed to the academic institutions to help the students to be involved in the 

academic activities during this national lock down days due to COVID-19. The present study 

aimed to know the attitude and academic engagement of the college students during the national 

lock down days. The survey was carried out through online created in goggle form in the 

Lakhimpur district of Assam. The study shown that the majority of students were received online 

classes through What’s up, Google Classroom, Video etc but most of them were fear and 

confused regarding this corona virus.    

 

Keywords: COVID-19, Corona Virus, Academic Engagement, UGC 
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BEYOND APOCALYPSE: THE IMMIGRATION DEBATE IN ASSAM

Pankaj Choudhury, Assistant Professor, N.E.F Law College, Ananda Nagar, Christianbasti, 

Guwahati-781005, Assam.

The global immigration debate has become central to political life which largely involves

rehearsing to false dichotomies. It’s not just concern over utility of limited public funds. It’s a

public discourse about “us” and “them”. Discrimination is an immoral, unethical and unfairly

behavioural practice. Discrimination becomes more critical when it’s in context to women

immigrants. The challenges of gender disparity and inequality are results of degradation of

values and ethics amongst individuals of society. Gender sensitive is not about pitting women

against men. Gender sensitization is a movement through which people with a stereotyped and

traditional thinking should be able to assume equal participation of women and men in decision

making. With the help of educational institutes we can create awareness among members of

community about their roles in society as men and women. Not restricting ourselves to

narrative of immigrants. Gender and its accompanying power relations are built in all

institutions of society, be it family, educational institutions, work place, religious systems

beliefs, norms etc. Gender relations don’t operate in a social vacuum but are products of the

ways in which institutions are organized and reconstituted. It needs to be understood how

unequal power relations are shaped and operate. Gender and women studies have become

main subject of study at the higher level of education. This research paper explores the need of

gender sensitization in educational institution and strategies to be adopted in educational

institutions to promote gender sensitization, with special perspective on Assam and narrative of

Immigrant women.

This research paper will also try to find answer to questions like: Does

immigration provide women with an opportunity for liberating themselves from subordinate

gender roles in their countries of origin or traditional gender roles perpetuated in the host

societies? To what extent is immigration is driven by actors and institution which exploit the

social, economic and political vulnerability of women across borderline?

Keywords: Gender, Gender Sensitization, Immigration and Educational Institution.
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PROBLEMS OF STRANDED MIGRANT LABOURERS TO ASSAM: FROM 

SURVIVAL TO REVIVAL

Puja Borah, Teacher, Department of Sociology, Nowgong College, Assam 

The repercussions of Covid-19 crisis for low skilled migrant

labourers and informal workers have been devastating. Loss of jobs, lack

of social security and being stranded in an alien city or state will be

problems that the country will have to grapple with well beyond the post

Covid-19 world. Article 22 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights

states that every member of the society has a right to social security. Since,

the workers are arriving in outnumbers, it is very important to take

necessary strategic plans to balance not only the basic security but also the

economy of the state of Assam.

Abstract
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On 

 

Migration Challenges: Global, National and for the Economy of 

the State of Assam in the context of COVID-19 
Organized by:  Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC), Nowgong College 

 

Date: 9th June, 2020                  Venue:  Online through  

 

Programme  
   

10:30 am to 11:30 am:      INAUGURAL SESSION-I 

 

Invocation  : Dr. Bhuban Ch. Chutia, Organizing Secretary, WEBINAR 

Welcome Address     : Dr. Sarat Borkataki, Principal, Nowgong College & 

      President, WEBINAR     

Inaugural Message : Prof. Mihir Kanti Chaudhuri, Hon’ble Advisor 

                                       Department of Higher Education, Govt. of Assam &  

                                      Former Vice Chancellor, Tezpur University 

Inaugural Speech    : Prof. P. J. Handique, Hon’ble Vice Chancellor, Gauhati University 

 

Inauguration of E-Abstract Book   

 

Keynote Address : Prof. Binod Khadria, Former Professor of Economics, Education and  

     Migration, Jawaharlal Nehru University & ICCR Chair Professor of 

     Contemporary Indian Studies at Rutgers University, USA 

Topic: Migration Challenges: Global, National and for the economy of the state 

 of Assam in the context of COVID-19 

Vote of thanks : Dr. Krishna Kanta Medhi, Coordinator, IQAC 

 

Chairperson  : Dr. Sarat Borkataki, Principal, Nowgong College & 

      President, WEBINAR     

Rapporteur  : Dr. Lakhyajyoti Borthakur, Assistant Professor, Department of 

                    Chemistry, Nowgong College 

Technical support : Dr. Bhuban Ch. Chutia, Organizing Secretary, WEBINAR 

     Dr. Prantik Sharma Baruah, Assistant Professor, Department of Botany, 

     Nowgong College 

     Mr. Madhurjya Lalung, Assistant Professor, Department of Physics, 

     Nowgong College 
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                          Save World, Save Your Lives: Stay at Home 
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